Why Australian community cabinet
CRIME REDUCTION PROGRAM ?

Police Crime Report No 367-12/08

CORRIGENDUM FRAUD
1 WHY WERE POLICE FRAUD CHARGES
GAINED UNDER DPP DIRECTION BUT
RULED BY THE DPP AS NOT A CRIME?
2 Det. Sgt. Brett Heath fraud squad said
“If you do not have a copy of the bank
loan agreement, you do not have a case.”
3 The Comm. Bank is in ‘contempt of court’
for paying $25,000 to admit liability to
destroy our evidence of the faulty bank loan
agreement where the bank manager was
sacked and gagged. Our model to expose
the conspiracy for the cheated land buyers /
victims who never got to own their land,
where legal contracts were signed as a

‘contract to a contract’
to fix the banks mistake,
to buy land without title
TO PAY KICKBACKS AND BRIBES.

FEDERAL MEMBER
Longman 08 News
Why Jon said
“Yes to law reform!”
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Economic Security Strategy
for first home buyers
pensioners, seniors and carers.

If you care to listen!

Please identify:- Who are the criminals?
4. Jon admits he needs your support as well as your
votes in his model to make it a better community.
5. Jon was over whelmed by our 20 claims of this super
fund conspiracy with corrupt EPA / IPA town
planning, racketeering and extortion. Why was this
conspiracy abandoned and ignored by 14 Judges
and Magistrates? In brief, Police are aware of the
political scam. The Vexatious Litigants Act gags
Judges and prevents them from ruling on their
own intelligence. *****
6. In line with Supreme Court Judge Kenneth
Mackenzie's mediation order to side step the
Vexatious Litigants Act Jon decided to act on our
flyer No 366 by a natural selection / freedom of
choice to focus on TRAPPED IN OUR OWN HOME
AS THE LEGAL WAY FORWARD TO REDUCE
RACKETEERING!
7. To enforce our Crown, QLS, Police admin case for
DPP fraud! Judge Pat Shanahan (the best of the
best), an Army Colonel (obvious defence force
significance) under special law reform direction
explained why a Police Sergeant does not have the
power to act alone. Hence our support to the thin
blue line to stamp out racketeering and corruption,
to use our subdivision and home as an example of a
crime scene and test case model.
8. The QLS direction to Solicitors is clear “First
defend the law”. If you knowingly defend a criminal
as our first line of defence or Police checklist as
smart Supreme Court Judge John Byrne has
warned. As in our case the penalty for this crime is a
5 year gaol term. As a simple graph or formula:- 22
block subdivision + fraud = 5 year gaol term.
9. Hence the need to study criminology, psychology
and mathematics as smart Legal Services
Commission Barrister Scott McLean's legal opinion,
there is a need for 'holistic law' to support his
team's 'whistleblower' solution. In brief, in
arranging our Barrister's imprisonment we
should get our money back.
10.To mean, a) the Commonwealth Bank's Grahame
Ledwidge Risk Manager is in 'contempt of court'.
b) James Pitman Loans Manager was forced to
follow orders where he claimed his checklist staff

were sacked forcing a ludicrous subdivision loan
agreement on us with the threat if we did not do as
directed the bank would close our account. c) The
ex-DPP Barrister Davida Williams was a plea
bargaining plant by the CBA, DPP and BCC in a
conspiracy but was gagged by the LSC and Chief
Justice Paul deJersey from giving full disclosure.
d) DPP / Justice Minister Rod Welford apologised
for his mistake and stood down as Minister
directing this Police investigation. e) Police
Commissioner Bob Atkinson had Assistant
Commissioner Pat Doonan give a formal apology
for 'abuse of public office' and 'obstruction of
justice'.

f) Starting with CIB Detective Inspector Trevor
Kidd who tried to frame us with a false charge to
blacken our good name so you would not believe
this Crown / QLS case. g) Inspector Ray Loader's
direction that if we had paid the Head Contractor
Rob Wilson $200,000 or 2 blocks of land Rob
Wilson would have stopped trying to beat us up.
His direction: - pay for the obvious kickbacks and
bribes. h) BCC Lord Mayor Campbell Newman's
'can do' claim but abandonment and support of
his corrupt legal counsel refer Geoff Evans / EPA /
IPA $10,000 insurance scam trigger to destroy our
super fund and cheated would be land buyers. (To
be continued)
11. As Judge Pat Shanahan said “The proof is in the
court transcripts.” What court transcripts for
Arbitration? Davida confessed “You suffer from
information overload.” INTEGRATION is the
key, the need to focus on engineering

allocated money by the criminal code instead
of Arbitration fraud in Engineering House
Brisbane as this case has proved. Hence the
BCC administration quote “I wish I could finish
a project as quoted” or note smart Police
Minister Judy Spence's claim “We finish on
budget, or sometimes under budget” as the
perfect example.
12.The legal failure lies with Rod Welford's apology
as the Magistrate Court Registrars confirm, it is in
the Vexatious Litigants, Fair Trading and CMC
Acts loophole. This allows Rod Welford to resign
and give an apology but as a politician not to be
accountable. It allows him to give a pardon to
both Davida and himself, but under pressure the
proof of the fraud after 2 years of delay, is Davida
the MOB Barrister became the scapegoat and
was sent to prison for 6 months for her identity
fraud scam to try and defraud 6 banks for
$1.3million. (To be continued)
13.Jon understands Supreme Court mediation
orders, and that in helping you, you help him and
the community. His direction to me is to copy his
layout and to do as he does. Best understood in
marketing as KISS to 'Keep it simple for stupid
people so grade 10 students can
understand'. But this creates a problem as the
grade 10 student will ask - "What can I do about
it?" Not much!! Now ask why a Solicitor will tell
you the opposite as standard procedure - “We
need more information, let me decide what is
relevant.”
14.Jon agreed, as Judge Pat Shanahan explained
“Look at the obvious.” Your standard political /
public service presentation is to turn to the
Federal, State, local council demarcation issue.
So let's take a test case of the general Sunshine
Coast area where Labor, Liberal, National and
Independent are represented. a) Chris
Cummings Labor, known as the 'Minister for
Nothing' argued “You cannot beat organised
crime.” He would not stand up for his electorate.
Hence the smart move is to first defend the
people that matter the most, the people that
care and vote for you and your team, who do
not give up on you as long as you do not give up

on us. Hence do your duty in line with the Defence
Department strategy. b) Fiona Simpson and her
parent's approach was to find our solution in Church.
As Christians we keep the faith but their direction
was in keeping with Mark McArdle, State Member for
Caloundra and Peter Slipper Federal Member for
Fisher - prayer but no direct intervention. So is their
solution abandonment - banks have more money
and we are just more cheated voters? Are they
directed to protect the bank rather than the
constituent? Now consider:15.Grahame Ledwidge as Risk Manager said “We
never said we do not make mistakes, you should
have known.” Grahame took it on himself to pay
$25,000 and sack his manager. Jon asked the smart
question “Wasn't the $25,000 enough?” Jon, the
only reason we accepted the $25,000 was to prove
liability as our Solicitor Reg Kliedon directed. It was
the first step in law to prove guilt to expose Grahame
Ledwidge for what he is, both selfish and stupid.
Grahame believes that in continuing to cover up one
mistake by another and another, the Commonwealth
Bank will protect him but we do not believe that. As
third generation Commonwealth Bank customers
we worked with the bank for 40 years. Working with
the AMA and the Australian Pharmacy Guild with
access to over 5,000 chemists in support of health
prevention, with the CBA support we believe we
helped save 100,000 lives, and have achieved much
more.
16.As smart Senior Constable Rod Shelton has
explained in his AIR Identity fraud presentation, we
are one of 500,000 victims of $4billion stolen across
Australia. Grahame was correct; with breast cancer
and divorce all available cash was taken from our
healthcare business. Our super fund remained as
the best way to move forward. I was told by Grahame
Ledwidge to do as ordered, or my bank account
would be closed, apart from a small housing loan
that we were allowed to pay off. We knew from past
experience in running up to 5 successful companies
at the same time you cannot fix one mistake by
adding to those mistakes. Grahame therefore closed
our account and illegally destroyed all evidence and
is now a confessed criminal protected by
Supreme Court Judge Margaret White's failure to act

on her disclosure order.

WITH
VIOLENCE
17.Note the symbol a copy of the nun-chucker - its
unique design to instil fear but not to kill. We were
warned if this was Melbourne we would be blown
away in the street but as this was Queensland, the
Police and CIB could take care of it. To be charged
with theft of a $300 excavator bucket when our tip
truck and excavator was hired for 14 months and
never paid for, is absolutely ridiculous. The
need to enforce the EPA and IP Act is
screaming out for justice.*** When I said to the
Magistrate Phillip Austin that the case for theft was
a joke he did not defend us but stated the obvious
“You have been charged by the CIB for theft.”
Now with the DPP release with proof of Criminal
Code S391 that the excavator bucket was
abandoned onsite for 8 months, and our Barrister
was a DPP plea-bargaining plant later gagged by
Chief Justice Paul deJersey, we were told by the
CIB Senior Detective Sergeant Leigh Gorrie
“Time and patience will solve this crime.” Plus
a little help from Jon Sullivan as the Federal
Member for Longman, we will not give up on you if
you will not give up on us. Right now we surely
need a friend in the Rudd Government to
introduce the USA RICO ACT the Racketeering
Influenced Corrupt Organisation Act as the Police
admin, media and union quote “There is much
work to be done” as the Commonwealth Bank
smart team agree we must work with our
customers not try to destroy them

TO MAKE IT BETTER.
To make it legal
Signed John Bright
For brief, contact Ada Bright
Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
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